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1、Brief Introduction

Spark portable power use for kinds of cold spark machines, can be recycled,

it better used in places without stable power supply or outdoor events. It’s

small in size, light in weight and easy to carry, also can be used as power

supply for other equipment.

Product diagram ：

Remark：Pls based on the actual received goods.

1 Power outlet 4 UPS ON/OFF 7 Handle

2 Fuse 5 Output Voltage 8 LCD display

3 POWER IN/OUT 6 Cartridge Fixture 9 Parameter
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2、Parameter

3、LCD Display

Capacity 24V15AH (Li-ion)

Max. output 900W

Service time Heating standby 2h, heating and spray about
50minutes

Charging time 4-5h

Interface AC power Out/In, UPS output outlet

Housing material Aluminum

N.W(kg） 5.5

Dimension（mm） 270*270*116mm

Warranty（year） 1
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4、Instructions
1) The device must be connected with portable power by configured
connection cable. (As below image)

2) The connection cable connect with portable power need insert into
correct slot, after insertion, rotate in clockwise to lock, and rotate in
anticlockwise to loosen. (As below image)

3） After connecting, directly turn on the power switch to complete the
power supply
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Note

1.Each portable power only provide one POWER IN, only can supply one
spark machine do work.
2.POWER IN is only used as charging interface, POWER OUT is only used for
charging in series.

5、Charge Description
1) When the sate of charge less than 5%，machine will stop working, cut off
power automatically and enter the protection mode to avoid battery be
damaged by power depletion.
2) When the battery is low, please charge it in time, the full charge time
about 5-7 hours (please refer to the battery indicator on the LCD display).
3) If need to charge, plug the power cord into POWER IN of the portable
power, then connect to the power socket (as below image).

4) If the device is not used for a long time, the power will be lost. Please pay
attention to regular charging to avoid electricity
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6、Safety Warning

This sign purpose for reminding user drive with caution, and provides
important information security statement for users to operate the spray
machine safely and effectively as follows:
Warning: this warning alerts you to harmful or potentially dangerous
operations. The danger has been described and the consequences of
neglecting them have been provided.

Eye protection warning sign is to remind you of protecting the eyes during
the machine operation.

Warning: Dangerous voltages are present in this machine when electrical
power is applied. There is a danger of injury from electric shock. Under no
circumstances are you to attempt to open the machine or attempt to
remove or adjust any components fitted within the machine.
Only fully trained engineers can open the equipment

Use caution so that any liquids do not wet the machine.
Keep the machine and controller dry and not use rainy or snowy days.

1) Pls charge full in time before and after each event, to ensure sufficient
battery power.
2) The battery itself has power loss even it is not be used, so it needs to be
charged regularly for save when it is not used for a long time, avoid run out
of battery power and cause permanent damage. The warranty will not be
enjoyed if the battery is damaged by improper use.
3) Each portable power only can supply one spark machine, and spark
machines cannot be connected in series again to avoid power overload.
4) The equipment is build-in battery, please keep away from moisture and
flammable materials.
5) Pls select equipment that meets local voltage standards.
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